280	The   Social   Services
became more and more one of the principal concerns of tax-
supported public authorities, the provision and management
of community facilities became increasingly attractive as an
outlet for magnanimous private philanthropy, even though it
was often on an experimental or demonstration basis that
would pave the way for public action on a wider scale when
neighbourhoods were re-developed or new communities
planned.
When, in the blitz, this community movement threw up a
thousand Citizens' Advice Bureaux, it was able to marry to
itself much that was of enduring value in British social case-
work; for, as a referral centre, the C.A.B. was able to put
applicants into effective relationship with a vast array of social
service agencies. Knowledge of community resources, and
ability to refer applicants to them, thus remained the essence
of British social casework—as distinct from North American
social casework with its heavy stress on the mental attitudes
and the emotional adjustments of the individual. Since in most
instances an applicant's title to aid was now a legal rather
than a moral one, the social worker became re-oriented to an
understanding of the applicant's needs rather than to an
estimate of his worthiness. Thus by force of circumstances
British social casework began to arrive at a similar respect for
the rights and personalities of its beneficiaries as was stimu-
lated in North America by the impact of Freudian psychology.
The social worker having been freed from the miserable
job of helping poor people make both ends meet, new oppor-
tunities have opened up for making a creative contribution
to the welfare of people who are in difficulties. The nearer we
come to income-security, the more it becomes obvious that
welfare services are as greatly needed as an assured income.
The national assistance board has been second to none in
stressing the scope for such welfare services. F*or old age
pensioners, it pointed the need for friendly visitors and social
clubs, as well as for a meal service and housing. For the long-
unemployed, more individualized attention has been needed
than has yet been provided through the employment

